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Editorial 

After a rather prolonged gap, where do I start? Firstly, I have to apologise for the break in 

the ‘Journals’ and can only plead up-and-down health problems, partly solved surgically 

last October, but with on-going indisposition. In reality, probably I should bow my head 

and admit to being rather long-in-the-tooth. Now I am under pressure to write again and 

hope that I can make the Journal as reasonably stimulating as before – but don’t forget, 

whatever I write is set against the ubiquitous ‘Google’ and countless people far better 

equipped to write authoritatively about Kendo and Iai. The problem only arises where 

their information is ill-digested and frequently biased by being largely or wholly limited 

to ‘sports-budo’ experience – hardly a firm basis from which to ‘cherry-pick’. 

Another setback is that my personal archive of material garnered over the past sixty years, 

while not lost, many of these papers, etc., are tidied away from my old ‘powerhouse’ 

studio and now difficult to find when needed. It has now become an archaeological project 

to locate anything! 

Having written this, I feel that must add a deep-felt plea to any and all members of our 

Renmei to put on thinking-caps and set pen to paper (or finger your PC keyboard) and 

write short or longer pieces to help with the Editorial. Don’t just sit idle and intend to write 
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something, sometime, maybe, possibly . . . Just do it! Don’t worry about it or the content, that’s 

why we have sub-editors. You don’t get the blame, they do! Letters, short articles, 

technical questions and answers, and – above all – photo illustrations, if at all possible; the 

Bugei world is open to you. If you have any question remember the old Kendo teaching: 

‘To ask is but a moment’s shame; not to ask is a lifetime’s shame’. 

Now, there’s a good solid Dojo rule if ever there was one! 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

Recent News  

On Saturday, 5th April, seven of our senior yudansha travelled to Watford to attend as 

guests the 6th Junior Kendo Championships organised by Paul Budden-sensei and Kazuyo 

Yasuda-sensei and their dojo members. The objective was to raise donations to ‘Maggie’s 

Centres’ and ‘Macmillan Cancer Support’, and each received £311.04. What an excellent 

result! It was our pleasure to meet the Guest of Honour, Cllr. Jackie Connal, from Watford, 

for whom Kendo was an entirely new experience, and to sit with her and explain the 

proceedings. Added to this was the chance to renew old friendships, particularly with 

Fujii Okimitsu-sensei, after so many years. With such meetings, time seems not to matter. 

Nearly forty years ago, we two had quite a number of encounters in the dojo and one of 

the last was in my Butokukan Dojo in Brighton . . if memory serves me correctly, I lost! 

The taikai continued from ten in the morning to mid-afternoon and proved very 

interesting to us all. In particular, Pat-sempai and I were impressed by the spirit of several 

of the children and two or three, in particular, showed real promise in making very loud 

and intense shouts. These yells, will surely develop in time into truly powerful kiai. Full 

marks to them. I would like to congratulate these youngsters’ teachers on this point. 

We all thoroughly enjoyed attending and for the warmth of the welcome with which we 

were received. Perhaps this visit may herald a ‘new dawn’ in Kendo? 

On one of the (very rare) days in Japan back in 1985, when there was only Kendō practice  

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
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Some Memories of British Kendo - by Pat Knutsen 

It has been in my mind for a very long time that the majority of our members may have 

little or no clear idea about the foundation and development of Kendō in this country from 

the late-1950s, or the reasons why there are two ‘controlling’ bodies in British Kendō. It is 

the term ‘control’ that is at the centre of this division, of course, but it has been a golden 

rule within the Renmei NEVER to discuss ‘politics’. The problem comes back to this one 

word.  

As some of the members know, there was a small Japanese Kendō group in England, 

based in London, that met intermittently between around 1931 or ‘32 until its premises 

opposite the Royal Mews in Victoria were lost through bombing at the beginning of the 

Blitz. One of the members who sometimes practiced with them was ‘Charles Alexis’ 

Lidstone, a western fencing master of some fame. He had first seen Kendō demonstrated 

during a visit to New Zealand of a Japanese warship in 1931 and was deeply impressed.  

When Japan joined the war on the opposite side to us in 1941 there was no chance that the 

Kendō group would survive, and it wasn’t until early 1957 that my husband, Roald, came 

out of the Army and, needing exercise, soon began to look around for Judō in London. 

Almost at once he located the London Judō Society, (LJS), in Kennington led by Mr. 

George Chew, then go-dan Judo. During some renovation of the Judō premises, three 

Kendō bōgu belonging to the LJS, given as a gift to the dōjō by their Japanese President, 

Mr. Hatta Ichirō, were found in storage, and permission to use them was duly given. Mr. 

Hatta Ichirō was a senior member of the Japanese Olympic Committee and had presented 

these armours in the hope of encouraging the growth of Kendō. 

The first Kendō group were six young Judōka, all friends of my husband. At almost the 

same time, Roald was regularly guided by H. Russell Robinson at the Royal Armouries of 

the Tower of London in the history and intricacies of Japanese arms and armour, this 

going on for at least five or six years, and was able to read and copy a manuscript written 

by Squadron Leader R. A. Lidstone, as he now was best known, on Kendō as understood 

by an English ‘master-at-arms’. The growing embryo group at the LJS finally made contact 

with Lidstone in late 1960, (actually not in 1969 as has been noted elsewhere), but by that 

time had been encouraged and materially helped get on the right ‘tracks’ by a number of 

Japanese both in London and Japan, backed by the invaluable support of the then Japanese 

Ambassador, H.E. Mr. Yukawa Morio. The group at the LJS was named at its very 

beginning, the Shintō-ryū Kendo Dojo and properly constituted as a separate organisation 

from the Judo Club, with its own bank account and committee. This was two years before 

Mr. Lidstone joined. The Shintō-ryū was entirely separate from the LJS, although amicably 

training in the adjoining hall and all members also being paying members of the LJS. 

At this level of background interest there was no doubt that Kendō here would survive on 

a proper footing and in the summer of 1962 the original British Kendō Association was 

constituted. Before this and from the moment the dōjō was formed, quite a number of 

interested Judō/Kendō friends set about promoting Kendō along the principles that all of 

us then understood to be the values of Kendō in Japan. Before the arrival of more regular 
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‘orthodox’ practice, we had already encouraged at least three other new groups to form up 

and down the country. 

To set the record straight, the well known Nenriki Dōjō in London was founded in 1965 

through the efforts of both my husband and Mr. Lidstone, after we sought premises on 

leaving the hall we had temporarily used in Stockwell. The dojo name was given by the 

late Takizawa Kōzō Kyoshi, later Hanshi, a senior sensei with the Tokyo Police and, of 

course, the ZNKR. At almost the same date, my husband and I founded the Butokukan 

Kendō Dōjō in Brighton, the name ‘Place of Martial Excellence’ given by Captain 

Nishimura, then visiting London. 

To be fair, mention must be made of a group practicing in Ealing led by a young man 

named Tommy Otani whose father was nanadan Judō. This group never seemed to come 

to much although we met them for Judō and Kendō many times and quite amicably. 

However, Otani-senior, was closely allied, for reasons we have little knowledge, to a very 

controversial figure, who had caused significant trouble in organised Judō, and we kept 

this situation very much at arm’s length. 

From the beginning of 1962 there began a great deal of interest in our efforts at the Shintō-

ryū dōjō at the LJS from masters in Japan. These sensei included Yunō Masanori, ku-dan 

hanshi, Ohya Kazuō, hachidan hanshi, and Ōzawa Takeshi, ku-dan hanshi, but co-ordinated 

by a fine master, Arai Shigeo, then nanadan kyoshi but later advanced to hachidan, who 

spoke perfect English. All these masters ensured that we soon improved and had a steady 

stream of able visitors. One of these was a young rokudan, Osaki Shintarō, a leading 

student of Itō Kyōitsu hanshi, from Chuo-ku, Tokyo, who made great efforts to establish an 

understanding of proper kata, apart from anything else. Then at the same time, a 

Californian master, Dr. Benjamin Hazard, got in touch and we corresponded with him 

almost monthly for the next thirty-five or more years. This contact was really fortunate 

because Hazard sensei, later nanadan hanshi, and we should never forget that this Renmei – 

and all those who first started their Kendō under the aegis of the original Association – 

owe the greatest possible debt to Hazard-sensei’s sage guidance, especially in 

understanding the deep importance of reigi. All the masters mentioned above, and many 

others, always stressed the basis of Kendo as being the important truth that ‘Kendo begins 

and ends with Reigi’, that is: with proper etiquette and respect for others, importantly, 

under the ‘rule of law’. In passing, I would like to say that it was a very sad day for Kendo 

when Hazard-sensei died two years ago. He had done far more to help the establishment 

of Kendo in Europe than anyone else outside Japan, albeit remaining in the background at 

all times. An equal loss was the sudden and unexpected passing of Arai Shigeo-sensei in 

1981, a gap that still remains to be filled. 

After 1962 a number of groups formed up and down the country and Kendō began to 

flourish. It wasn’t until near the end of the decade that we became fully aware of the great 

difference between what many of us regarded as ‘traditional’ Kendō values and others 

who appeared to only see Kendō as just another competition-based sports entity. The 

growing problems, seemingly wilfully aiming at control, brought everything to a head in 
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early 1973 and the ‘traditionalists’ simply ‘cut the Gordian Knot’. We withdrew and 

formed our Renmei. 

While this was a major ‘split’ in the Kendō both here and in Europe – we had wholly 

financed and assisted with the co-ordination and creation of the growing European Kendō 

Federation right from its start – by taking this step we have passed the whole of the 

following forty years without a single ‘political’ problem, and long may that continue. 

Returning to what we have always regarded as real Kendō, in 1964 we enjoyed a long visit 

by Takami Taizō sensei who made it his business to create the real foundations of our Iai 

and Kendō. To his memory we also owe a great debt and obligation. Takami sensei came 

through the introduction of Ozawa Takeshi sensei.  

My husband, Roald, went to Japan the first time at the invitation of the All Japan Kendō 

Federation in October 1967, and we made the next visit together three years later in order 

to attend the World Goodwill Kendō Taikai in Tokyo and Osaka. (It was at that time that 

the ‘blindfolds’ came off regarding the differences in Kendō ideology). A group went with 

us to Japan again in 1975 with the considerable backing of many sensei in both eastern and 

western Japan, this was after the ‘break’, and Roald spent the whole winter and spring of 

1976 there, too. Then Phil Jupp-sensei went out at the end of ’76 to Kamō Jisaku’s Kenseikai 

Dōjō in Saga, Kyūshū, then on to Kobe, Tokyo, Kashima-jingu and Narita, not to return for 

several years. These, and many other visits, have given us our strength and resolve to go 

on with our chosen course, come what may. This is, when all is said and done, the proper 

‘Way’ of Kendō and I don’t think we would want it any different. 

The very sudden and sad passing of Cyril Chadwick, the leader of the Portsmouth Bushi-

Budokai Dōjō in March 1990 was a serious loss as ‘Chad-san’ was a stalwart and very 

capable yūdansha (rokudan). Some years before, in January 1981, world Kendō sadly lost 

Arai sensei, and this had a deep and lasting effect on our own Kendō since this master was 

a true friend. We would hope that if both look down on us in spirit they will see that we 

have gone on to strengthen and improve. 

There are two further facts that I think should be clearly understood. The first is that Mr. 

Lidstone’s freely given help and support to the fledgling groups during the 1960s was 

eventually marked when he was awarded ‘Kendō Renshi’ by the ZNKR shortly before his 

sudden passing. This award was made at my husband’s representation to the Japanese 

Renmei and the support of several of the foremost sensei named here. Roald Knutsen had 

already received this important mark of his contribution to Kendō about five years before.  

To receive this old ranking at sandan (3rd dan) was very unusual as it is normally awarded 

at go-dan at the earliest. I feel that these menjō (certificates) were intended as an important 

mark of appreciation to both Kendōka and the organisation they struggled to establish. On 

this point, it should also be recorded that in 1968, my husband was awarded a significant 

mark of honour when he was given a special citation for his work for Kendō and 

Japanese/British relations on the occasion of the centenary of the Restoration of the 

Emperor Meiji. Twenty Japanese were so honoured in Japanese Kendō and just ten from 

outside Japan. According to Benjamin Hazard-sensei, Roald Knutsen was the sole ‘foreign’ 
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recipient. Many senior sensei were delighted. The presentations were held at Himeji Castle 

and took the form of a warrior congratulatory banquet last held in 1868. 

This short resume of the history and development of Kendō here in the post-WWII period 

is intended to give the Renmei members a better idea of our background. You all have a 

free choice to follow which path you wish; that is entirely up to you, but the Renmei has 

chosen and sees no reason to change. Always remember that it can only be through your 

own efforts and hard work that you can progress. You don’t need artificial rules saying 

that you must do this but not that, just practise as often as you can, and as regularly as 

possible. Rank has little to do with this, only never forget reigi and what it really means. 

 

Pat Knutsen is the senior sempai of the Butokukan Kendō Dōjō in Brighton and has been closely 

concerned with all matters in Kendō since 1956. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
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Kiai  
The use of the voice in traditional Bujutsu and Budō - Part one 

by Roald and Pat Knutsen 

Earlier this Spring, Pat-sempai located some small booklets that I had written way back in 1961 

according to the dates brushed on their covers. Amongst these early aide –memoire about Kendō 

was an essay on the subject of Kiai in both Kendō and Iai. Naturally, since that date we have 

gained far more understanding from a whole series of busen masters under whom we had the 

honour to be taught but freely acknowledge that the original inspiration came from reading, and 

translating, an article published on the subject by Kawaishi-sensei, then teaching Judō in France.1  

Possibly the distortions to understanding of almost anything originating in Japan, partly from 

wartime propaganda particularly anything faintly ‘martial’, especially in the media, led to popular 

misconceptions about Judō and the beginnings of Kendō and Iai. The press and the general public 

seized on and magnified the ‘foreignness’ of the shouts we made and one often heard that we were 

all categorised together by the strange ‘Oooohs’, ‘Arrghs’ and ‘Grunts’ we apparently made. And 

so it remains to this day although by now everyone has heard worse on the tennis courts of the 

world! Of course, we Budō ‘players’ know better, or we think we do. 

To begin with, it is important to understand two main things: the first is to realise the clear 

difference between the Bujutsu, the arts of combat originating from the battlefields especially of 

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and the classical and modern Budō systems that developed in 

the seventeenth century and metamorphosed into ‘sport’s budo’ after around 1965.2 Most serious 

students will have come across Donn Draeger’s excellent trilogy; ‘Classical Bujutsu’, ‘Classical Budo’, 

and ‘Modern Bujutsu and Budo’ in which Draeger-sensei clearly defines each group and its 

background. We will not elaborate here other than to state that the main difference between 

Bujutsu and Budō lie in the former originating on the battlefield and continuing these warrior 

roots, as opposed to the latter drawing some of its influences from the warrior past but mostly from 

a variety of non-warrior concepts. The two are like ‘chalk and cheese’ making it very important to 

understand the distinction. 

o o o o 

In the Bugei, we prefer this term to Bujutsu which implies more simply ‘technique’, the inner 

teachings were often expressed in simple poetic form, chiefly because the student in those distant 

days were often less educated and poetry is more easily committed to memory. The formal 

structure was aimed at the student remembering the words, the explanation of meanings came as 

his or her skills developed. This was the martial custom and, of course, goes deep into Japanese 

culture. Our main problem is understanding the nuances of language. One of the most important 

of these waka (poems) taken from the teaching of one sixteenth century tradition is as follows.  

Utsutachi wa 

Ichi waza, ni ude, 

San kai, shi hara, 

Go kokoro no ho to 

Koso shire. 

This law you must know 

In wielding the sword: 

First, technique (waza), 

Second , skill (ude), 

Third, voice (kiai), 

Fourth, ‘belly’ (hara), 

Fifth, heart-mind (kokoro).3 
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This classical poem setting out the framework of learning can be reduced even further and is often 

to be found in the calligraphy brushed on Kendō tenugui. This is: ‘Ken-tai-ki-ichi’ (‘Sword-body-

spirit-one). One of our sensei a few years ago in Kyushu, Ogaki Susumu, Kendō-Kyoshi, explained 

that this maxim was very important from the early stages of training in Kendō. He added that, in 

his opinion, ‘the practise of kiai nowadays is all too weak’. His advice was ‘listen to the kiai of 

senior masters’. 

Here is the translation of Kawaishi-sensei’s article: 

‘In ancient Japan there existed the technique of ‘Kiai-jutsu’, exclusive to the samurai class. 

Nowadays in Japan there is no one interested in Kiai or its study. What is the significance of 

Kiai or its study? I find it interesting that Europeans should have become interested in this 

subject. 

‘What is the significance of Kiai? Kiai represents the concentrated energy, both physical and 

mental. 

‘To make Kiai, one breathes in – then out, crying ‘Ya!’, ‘Ei!’, or ‘Hō!’ 

‘This shout is not made in the throat but is the ‘Voice of the Belly’. 

‘The shout is short, brief, but necessarily violent. It embraces (suppresses) the spirit of your 

opponent, but if it is made by an individual who is not an expert, it is ineffective. 

‘We know that in Old Japan the Kiai was attentively studied by samurai and that once a great 

expert, a warrior with a powerful Kiai, paralysed birds in flight so that they fell to the ground 

inanimate and incapable of flying. But this master didn’t kill them and they soon recovered 

and some made their escape. Before they did so he would have been able to capture those he 

wished. 

‘That is the story but I have not been able to verify its truth. It is certain, however, that in an 

attack with a sword an expert in Kiai, making his shout a moment before that attacker delivers 

his cut, would paralyse the attacker on the spot (momentarily), or again, if the opponent raised 

his sword I might make it fall from his grasp. This is where we see the maximum of Kiai 

effectiveness. 

‘Kiai and Respiration: Kiai is closely bound to breathing. It is breathing. To make a successful 

attack, Torii (Shidachi in Kendō usage) must concentrate on his opponent’s breathing; he must 

attack with his Kiai at the instant that Uke (Uchidachi) is about to expirate (breathe out). At no 

other time. One must always observe the rule of studying your opponent’s breathing rhythm 

and seize one’s chance at this very moment of his expiration. 

‘Methods of making Kiai: After having practised your breathing exercises (Tanden-shoryo-ku) 

you must kneel in the seiza position. When properly kneeling place both hands flat on your 

stomach, then with all your force, shout! Alternatively, point with your right index finger to 

the front, about face level, arm semi-extended, and shout. 

‘There is not much difference between the two but the second way is probably the easiest. You 

concentrate all the body force through your pointed finger and ‘attack’ your opponent. In this 

last position, practise every day making a maximum of ten shouts – ‘EI!’ 
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‘I am unable to explain the psychological effect of the Kiai. it is certain that the sounds made – 

both sonorous and ultrasonic – enter the nervous system by way of the hearing nerves 

together with the pneumogastric system. But don’t just think about it, just practise and you 

will reach understanding; perhaps it is not necessary to understand. 

‘Kiai as a technique of Judō: (While Kawaishi-sensei continues using Judō as his vehicle to 

explain Kiai, his advice equally applies to Kendō and Iai. The ‘truths’ remain fundamental.) 

‘When your opponent attacks you . . . your Kiai at him will cause a moment’s ‘hesitation’. At 

this instant, and in control of your own respiration, you can launch your own counter-attack. 

In practise, the Kiai is an ‘arresting’ or ‘stopping’ blow which permits the counter-attack, but it 

is not a counter in itself. 

‘However, I have already told you about what the Kiai does and how it is produced; now we 

will examine its two effects: 

‘1. The External Effect: The greater or less ‘upsetting’ of your opponent. 

2. The Internal Effect: This is the concentration or focus of all your energies. The practise of 

Kiai liberates this energy and places it at your immediate disposal. 

‘The Kiai gives your technical movements a cohesion and a density that no other practise is 

able to produce. In this we can explain the application of the shouted Kiai in Judō which we 

call ‘kake’. The ‘tsukuri’4 is the phase prior to the throw and can be termed the phase of 

‘projection/intention’. The ‘kake’ is the terminal phase which is made at the moment of contact 

and as explosively as possible. The Kiai made at this moment of ‘kake’ has an explosive 

character, it is irresistible. 

‘At this moment I advise the Kiai – ‘Ei’! or ‘Ya!’. The Kiai ‘Ho!’ is not indicated here as it is an 

‘arresting’ or ‘blocking’ shout.5 

‘Do not be afraid of making a loud shout but avoid an inefficient compromise – a Kiai that is 

not a Kiai! 

‘Kime-no-kata: You will know that the Kime-no-kata (Judō) has a kiai for each movement; this 

kiai is sincere and necessary in this kata and is an excellent one to allow you to acquire the 

habit of kiai that is both real and useful. The kiai will add greatly to the efficiency of the kappo 

(gliding into the attack) if it is used at the decisive time of the attack. In Japan, the kiai always 

accompanied the kappo in olden days. It is regrettable that it is not the same in our day. 

‘Kiai-no-ri (Internalised Kiai): The word ‘kiai’ represents not only a dynamic energy 

manifested and materialised, but also potential energy, both physical and psychic (spiritual) 

which can be unleashed at any moment. This energy can be expressed by the eyes. The eyes 

which are the medium of the kiai are sharp and their gaze is piercing. They are not ‘angry’ 

eyes, but are soft and peaceful while at the same time their look is keen and strong. 

‘Conclusion: In conclusion of this brief summary of Kiai, I would like to pose a problem for 

you: 

‘It is night and you are asleep in your bedroom when something disturbs you; opening your 

eyes, you are aware of someone stealthily entering your room. You do not stir but watch him. 

He advances with care to the table where lies your briefcase. This he picks up and then turns 

to leave. The case contains important papers and money. The man is unarmed but clearly 
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nervous. It seems that he is not an expert thief. You estimate that a good kiai would stop him 

and that he would escape empty-handed. To recap: 1. He opens the door. 2. He enters the room. 3. 

He takes the briefcase. 4. He leaves. Question: At which moment would the kiai have the greatest 

effect?’ 

Teachings from the Past 

Turning now to kiai in swordsmanship, one of the most noted swordsmen of the nineteenth 

century was Yamaoka Tesshū who wrote: ‘Do not fix your mind on the posture (kamae) taken by 

your opponent, nor on your own attitude, nor on your own sword. Instead, fix your mind on your 

kiai and your saika tanden (balancing point of mind and body; considered to be about two finger-

breadths below the navel) and do not think of either dealing a blow at him or him dealing a blow 

at you. Cast aside all specific designs and rush in to the attack the instant you see your enemy in 

the act of brandishing his sword over his head.’ 

When we consider kiai we find that breathing out air causes the body to lose strength. One’s body 

relaxes. One is at the peak of strength just before exhalation takes place. When the air is inhaled, 

one gains strength. In Japanese terms this gaining of strength in breathing is termed ‘Jitsu’, 

meaning ‘the truth’ or, expressed in a material way: ‘fullness’. Conversely, the moment when one 

has breathed out is characterised by ‘loss of vigour’; this is expressed by the term ‘Kyo’, or 

‘emptiness’, ‘off guard’, or ‘void’. Fullness is, in warrior terms, a better state that emptiness. In 

warrior terms we have the phrase ‘kiai-no-kareru’ which implies that ‘one is resolved and ready’ to 

deliver the attack; that the attack will be with full spirit and, therefore, irresistible. 

Kiai training 

If the use of kiai is so important in the Bugei and modern Budō, then we must be able to observe 

this in many of the preserved tora-no-maki or denshō that survive in large numbers to the present 

time. When we examine these scrolls, or the detailed reproductions of the most famous, we can 

appreciate that the various illustrations of the bugeisha indeed exhibit intense eye concentration 

both in many individual figures and in confrontational pairs. How clear is this ocular intensity 

depicted depends both on the skill of the artist and on the interpretation we place on the particular 

scroll. 

Donn Draeger has pointed out in one of his lectures6 on the Bugei, the difficulty in interpreting 

these denshō remains in their very nature of being military secret documents made not for 

enquiring eyes but as aide-memoire for the initiated. The drawn figures do indeed gaze intensely, 

their eyes unwavering (by implication) but they reveal little or nothing of the inner meanings that 

remain embedded in the theories of warfare within the ryū, privy only to the initiated student. 

We may construe what we see illustrated as we wish but always the question remains: are we 

correct even in part? 

In Kendō, both classical and modern, a great deal of practise time is devoted to suburi, or ‘empty 

cutting,’ using the bokutō or shinai. In the more classical Kendō that survived widely up to the 

1970s, a greater emphasis was placed on cutting with the bokutō as well as the shinai, whereas in 

modern-Kendō the bulk of the ‘empty cutting’ is centred on the bamboo sword. One of the main 

purposes of either exercise is to instil into the student that he or she is cutting with a real bladed 

sword, not just a ‘practise’ replacement. Clearly, the former weapon is preferable if only for its 

curve and relationship to the live-bladed katana. However, the suburi exercise is always combined 

with vocalisation of either various kiai (traditional emphasis) or ‘calling the cut’ (more recent). This 
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vocalisation is known as kakegoe, (loosely translated as training the ‘voice’ of Kendō.7) Whatever 

way this is done, the cut must be linked with the shout, as well as movement of the feet and correct 

body posture (te-no-uchi) and accuracy (focus) of the strike at the intended target. This is precisely 

what Kawaishi-sensei explained in regard to Judō attacks. 

However, the difference between this sensei’s admonitions regarding kiai training and that which 

obtains in Kendō and Bujutsu is interesting. In all the weaponed arts and ways, suburi and the use 

of the kiai is thoroughly exercised. Many Kendōka sometimes will attempt a whole thousand cuts 

in a session simply in an attempt to ‘get it right’. A thousand shōmen cuts is no easy matter and 

something clearly recalled for years afterwards. In Bujutsu, a thousand suburi employing a heavy 

bokutō at daily exercise will always be remembered! And yet, in these weaponed arts and ways, we 

still don’t expect a good kiai for many long years! It takes this amount of time and preparation in 

handling the weapon, in perfecting foot movement coupled to this, as well as delivering the cut, 

also uttering a proper shout before we can even consider we have mastered what we are doing. 

It might sound odd, but the Kendō saying that ‘it takes fifty years to master the men cut’ is very 

true! Perfection is the only goal. 

The use and development of the kakegoe leads to correct breathing rhythms using the tanden, to 

smooth preparation and delivery of the cut, and to the ‘focus’ of the developing kiai shout. At first, 

even for as long a period as the first year of training, many students – Japanese or, in our case, 

English, have no real ‘voice’ at all It can be said that they are ‘inhibited’ by culture. This is hardly 

surprising when children are discouraged from making too much noise, from a very early age. The 

novice must be encouraged, not discouraged, and their efforts at shouting praised – despite short-

comings. Quite soon most will harness their efforts into producing passable kakegoe; children and 

adults of either sex alike. The relative privacy of the dōjō greatly helps to encourage the 

embarrassed student. A pre-shout and a striking-shout falls into the realm of uchikomi; 

understanding that these are not mere exercises with a shout but the whole preparation for 

‘driving-in’ attacks where ‘spirit’ is also being expressed gradually with sharpness (sa-e) and 

accuracy in the various combinations of attacks. This is very much the same in both the Bujutsu 

training and the modern forms of Kendō. In Iai we are entering different ‘waters’. 

Kiai in Iai training 

In the traditional ryu-ha systems of Iai, both jutsu and dō, the ‘inner’ forms devised by many 

headmasters were not taught to novice swordsmen; they were kept separate and introduced only 

to the more advanced students who were considered to have reached sufficient understanding and 

skills to receive admission to these okuden, the ‘secret’ instructional levels. 

The difference can be seen in the varied traditions associated with the Hasegawa Eishin-ryū and the 

closely allied Musō Jikiden Eishin-ryū. Both these traditions were formulated in the second half of 

the sixteenth century and heavily influenced in their inspirational concept from earlier 

transmissions, notably the Kage-no-ryū, followed by the Shinkage-ryū and the Taisha-ryū. However, 

these ryū all developed during the century-long period of strife known as the Sengoku-jidai, the 

‘Age of the Country at War’. By the time of the seventh headmaster of the Hasegawa Eishin-ryū, 

Ōmori Tarōzaemon-sensei in the latter half of the seventeenth century, this master clearly 

recognised that once the necessity to acquire formidable effective skills in order to survive was 

removed, then his students, the grandsons of former skilful swordsmen, were sadly lacking in both 

the old bugei understanding and ability. This fact must have exercised his mind for a long period 

and inspired him to create a whole new simpler opening level. 
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This Ōmote-dō kata insertion proved to be extremely successful, introducing his students to Iai basic 

principles in a less intense form than the more severe jutsu levels that now succeeded this. The 

emphasis was now on movement allied to skilful technique but bridging the gap between the dark 

days of past warfare and the new time of the Pax-Tokugawa. A measure of the success of the Ōmori-

ryū Iai-dō was that it has continued to flourish from its inception around 1680 to the present day, 

notwithstanding the comparatively recent introduction forty or so years ago of the hybrid 

‘Officially Approved’ Iai under the ægis of the ZenKenRen.8 In point of fact, this series of twelve 

forms was re-established with great success in the period when the laws controlling Budō were 

relaxed a decade or so after WWII. 

We shall not dwell on the history and evident decline of many traditions in the post-war period 

but turn instead to the use of kiai in the Iai-jutsu and Iai-dō. In the 1950s many masters who had 

survived the disaster of war, returned to the martial disciplines, and amongst these were some two 

hundred or so practicing Iai-jutsu and Iai-do.9 Their return came just in time to re-invigorate the 

thirty-five or so ko-ryū transmissions that had survived the huge losses to the Bugei ryū-ha 

following the Meiji Reforms and the second civil war of 1877/78 that finally destroyed the warrior 

class as such. The ‘gap’ before some sort of revival was twenty years then; after WWII the break 

was only around half that time.  

Between 1957 and 1975/6, we were instructed in the Hasegawa Eishin-ryū (including the Ōmori-ryū) 

by a small but significant group of busen-trained sensei, all of whom encouraged the inclusion of 

forceful kiai in our training. This inclusion of kiai was obligatory and, fortunately, coincided with 

so much of our early understanding of the Bugei. 

The kiai teaching differentiated between strong kiai-no-jutsu shouts, valuable in the early stages of 

training, and kiai-no-ri, the no less powerful expression of silent kiai. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
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Notes 

 

1 Kawaishi-sensei, ‘Kiai’, ‘Dan’ Magazine, France, May 1961. 

2 I do not include Judō since this entity was developed purely as a sport in late-nineteenth century Japan and 

only exhibited some elements of the classical Budō from which it was created and modified. The greatest 

and most profound changes towards ‘sport’ resulted from the dictats of the Allied Occupying Powers in de-

militarising Japan after WWII. 

3 Jeffrey Dann, Poetry in the Martial Ways, Unpublished ms, provisional text, Mitō, 1975. 

4 Tsukuri: This term is difficult to quantify without reference to Kawaishi-sensei’s original kanji character. We 

think that he implies that this is either tsukuri-age’ru, a ‘pre-shout’ that will be immediately followed by the 

kake, or tsukuri-go’e, a high-pitched ‘pre-shout’. (Kake: to dash in, to deliver the attack). 

5 One of the first of the post-war masters who instructed in the Ōmori-ryū Iai was Tanaya Masami- sensei, 

who helped re-introduce Iai to the Tokyo Police and was the mentor of Ben Hazard-sensei for many years.  

6 Donn F. Draeger: Makimono – Japanese Handscrolls; Monograph/Lecture 01/04/1976. Sedona, Arizona, 

(International Hoplology Society, 1998).  

7 Here we have yet another implied meaning, different in part from that given by Kawaishi-sensei in Judō, 

but still combining the ‘sword-body-technique-shout as one’, usually expressed as te-no-uchi. Superficial 

brief training cannot produce understanding of the fundamental necessity of mastering  te-no-uchi, only 

regular and prolonged attention to everything will achieve this . . . Suburi must comprise at the very least a 

couple of hundred cuts – with kiai – every day, with extra cuts added to compensate for those incorrectly 

performed in exercise. 

8 The Settai-iai was established and developed in line with the dictats of the SCAP allied government after 

WWII with the clear intention of forcing Iai to conform to non-aggressive sport’s precepts, especially since 

this hybrid style allowed international rankings by examination to be instituted. It is a hierarchical Budō that 

would appeal to many students not wishing to devote their efforts to the older genuine ko-ryū disciplines. 

9 Whether this figure is true or not we cannot say. It was quoted to us by a number of Japanese and 

American Kendō/Iai sources including Ben Hazard, by way of his master; Donn Draeger; Arai Shigeo-sensei; 

and other authoratative sensei. Iai-dō began to expand exponentially in the 1970s.   


